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Very High Value Responses

By the end of today’s Regional Learning Session, I hope to know/feel/accomplish:
- The basics and current state of population health.
- How to connect my patients and others to the HUB.
- More ways to identify, engage and track our populations to increase their quality of care.
- Learn new approaches and ideas to improve population health mgmt. not only at my organization, but community wide.
- More in depth understanding of population health and how to better serve the community.
- More about the programs and services presented and how I can utilize them for my population health needs.
- The many ways to increase the opportunity to broaden collaborative efforts.
- Status of organizations efforts on population health.
- Opportunities to develop programs in our practice that better support population health.
- Youth homelessness. Domestic Violence.
- Determine ways Columbus State and the Health Information Management Technology can become more involved with HCGC (i.e. Student internships, service learning projects.)
- Programs being offered/how gaps are being filled/new issues.
- A better understanding of how I can incorporate what I learn here in my new job working with FQHCs.
- Using the Pathways framework and connect with HealthDoers Network
- Collaboration with community resources
- How to better coordinate existing services and resources with those in need
- The basics and current state of population health

What are your comments/reflections from today’s Regional Learning Session?
- Excellent presenting across the board!
-The topics were very interesting; I would like to have learned more about how to engage senior leaders in my organization in this work; encourage participants to wear their work badges to help with organizational networking and save paper to print badges in advance.

-I enjoyed the poll and Central Ohio Pathways HUB Panel. It was refreshing to hear about the work of the CHWs and the success stories. The ETSS BH breakout track was great! It was insightful to hear about the refugee experience.

-Enjoyed the interactive technology and variety of presentation types. Breakout Track 1 was amazing. I learned a lot and want to connect with their organization to follow up.

-Either use virtual tech for the speaker or at least a picture to go along with the presentation. There was enough content today for a full day. Great information, extremely helpful. Maybe a network/lunch, then the presentation.

-Learned about many great resources through the HUB.

-Great resources for diverse community that are not being widely utilized in order to help people get better healthcare. Will definitely access population health tools. Also excited for the HealthDoers network.

-Continue to inform the community of HCGC’s collaborative efforts to make Columbus a health place to grow and live in.

-Need to differentiate between what most of us do, health related social needs, and addressing SDOH. Need to start discussing payment structure, who pays for what and who benefits from population becoming more healthy and using fewer medical services.

-Thoroughly enjoyed all speakers. The panel discussion was very helpful. I appreciated Dr. Nemeth’s time in answering my questions.

-In my family alone there are homelessness with youth, domestic violence, so I was so glad to hear that there are agencies to help with area youth, and families. Great work with vaccines in the schools.

-I would like to talk with folks at Columbus state to see if we could offer a program to train community health workers. If I could get the right people involved on campus who are willing to explore this, I think we could offer a CHW training program. Where can I go to find out the curriculum requirements for such a program?

-Inconsistent sound due to different speakers. Someone should be official listener in the back of the room and always repeat if questions asked. Thanks. Good and helpful conference. Hope that presentations shared online. Would have been nice to have distributed at the conference.

-Good program. Enjoyed all the speakers very much.

-Enjoyed the talk and discussion and focus on data. Would have liked to see data charts on outcomes.

-Wonderful to learn about existing resources and progress that has been made where we can better connect and coordinate.

-Excellent presenting across the board!

**High Value Responses**

**By the end of today’s Regional Learning Session, I hope to know/feel/accomplish:**

-Have a better understanding of the role of the HUB/Pathways/CCAs/CHWs. Also have a better understanding of HCGC’s core strategic focus areas.

-The HUB 2.0, how mental health is different for non-native Americans.
-Greater understanding of the needs of our consumers and what are impediments to access.
-Where my organization fits into the Population Health Efforts.
-Other community efforts around population health
-Have more information about Pathways to Health and gain some tools, information about healthcare collaboration.
-More about services in central Ohio.
-Some advocacy on behalf of HCGC.
-Better understandings of regional resources and a commitment to pursue greater collaboration.
-More about the work and plans of HCGC.
-Attain a better understanding of Population Health and how to mirror programs in my practice.
-I had no expectations, but thought this regional learning session was one of the most value to me as a public health professional.
-Learn more about community collaboration.
-Engaged.
-Have an improved understanding of what HCGC is and role.
-Better understand or what our community is actually doing.
-Improved understanding of population health in Columbus, and overcoming barriers as a provider.
-Networking with community resources come away with ideas on building a network of Community partners.
-Knowing more community resources to link clients for care needs.
-Learn more of related organizations, people, services.

What are your comments/ reflections from today’s Regional Learning Session?
-Very informative, always interested in measuring progress/outcomes of these initiatives and then discussing opportunities to take action on improving future outcomes.
-Good info/update. Given high % of attendees from healthcare, would like to see more focus on how we can contribute to SDOH. CEUs.
-Working in a local health system, I am thrilled to see alignment in priorities and awareness around importance of collaboration. Would love if these sessions could provide social work CE credits.
-I felt that today’s session provided me with a lot of info to use in my current practice. Presenters excellent and shared great knowledge, showed passion for their work.
-This is my first time learning about this collaboration. I leave today with new information to further process and consider how my organization may participate.
-Very new info to me. I will need to discuss with agency leadership how we fit into this type of network.
-Great session! Organizations/titles on badges would be helpful.
-Was provided with some helpful information on ways to collaborate.
-Need to broaden my efforts/services to help our school community.
-Good variety of topics.
-The emperor has no clothes. We could speed up resolution of these very poor health outcomes by adjusting minimum wage and adopting universal health insurance.
-As always great ideas presented that cause us to think of ways we can also contribute.
The NCH presentation was informative. I was unaware of the school based initiative prior to this morning. The data is telling of the program’s effectiveness. The DV, SUD, homeless presentation was also well done. I’d like to see the LGBDQ & gender identity concepts infused into future presentations related to health.

-It was very informative.

-Could not follow or hear AM presenter (Triple Aim).

-Great to learn about community orgs doing good work; especially nice to see Nationwide Childrens. Our adult health systems should be anchors for this work. Where are they?

-Speakers skype were difficult to follow. Too fast and not engaging. Please have a live speaker. Breakout sessions excellent!

-The breakout sessions were very eye opening. I found “The Hub” info most beneficial. I would love to know what future plans/goals for it look like.

-At this point, mainly meeting colleagues from around and meeting others. Also interested in the bigger picture.

**Medium Value Responses**

**By the end of today’s Regional Learning Session, I hope to know/feel/accomplish:**

- More about the grassroots efforts underway to support health in Greater Columbus.
- Understand different programs to help the Columbus communities.

**What are your comments/reflections from today’s Regional Learning Session?**

- Many programs are working. Some emphasis on helping residents become self-sufficient, but needs to be more of a focus, or at least better communicated. Keep up the good work.
- Had trouble connecting to the presentations. The panel was the best. P2PH is a good idea but seems very costly.
- Very interesting variety of presentations and programs.
- I had hoped to learn more about policy change. We need to thin bigger than by one treatment. This is important but the number in need is so much bigger.